THE ROADMAP TO RESTORATION OF INDEPENDENCE – LAST 100-DAY COUNTDOWN

Washington, DC, Sunday, 25 June 2017 – The Movement for the Restoration of the Independence of Southern Cameroons (MoRISC) Sunday released the following revised Roadmap as part of the final 100-day countdown to restoration of independence come Sunday, 1st October 2017.

Wednesday-Friday, 28-30 June 2017

- Finalize petitions for the attention of the President, Government and the over 500 members of the Congress of the United States of America.
- Finalize petitions for the attention of the United Nations Security Council and the UN Fourth Committee on Decolonization reminding them of the determination of Southern Cameroonians to restore independence come 1st October 2017.
- Launch campaign in support of the election via universal suffrage – not via a conclave of a handful of leaders - of an Interim Prime Minister and Deputy for Southern Cameroons.
- Release and mass dissemination of the Revised Roadmap to Restoration laying out actions over the “100-Day Countdown” period.
- Finalize for mass dissemination, the revised Pledge for the election of an Interim Prime Minister.

Friday, 30 June 2017

- Finalize and send petitions to Burundi, Canada and Rwanda.

Saturday, 1 July 2017

- Finalize and mail petition to Belarus

Sunday, 2 July 2017

- First edition of the demonstrations to be organized by Christians immediately following Holy Mass or Church Service outside each church, temple or house of worship. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. Nature of rally: show support for restoration of independence by doing any number of things, including booing the colonizer to go home; shouting, ululating, ringing bells, beating dreams, dancing, etc.
- Launch of the online platform for the nomination of an Interim Prime Minister for Southern Cameroons.
- Launch of reinvigorated media campaign targeting media outlets with a global reach or with a stellar professional reputation.

Our Mission: Enthrone a Government in Southern Cameroons that is based on popular consent, deriving authority and legitimacy from the people; not the decrees or might of a regime that, since 1961, is injurious to citizens’ rights to life, freedom, independence, equality and dignity
Our Mission: Enthrone a Government in Southern Cameroons that is based on popular consent, deriving authority and legitimacy from the people; not the decrees or might of a regime that, since 1961, is injurious to citizens’ rights to life, freedom, independence, equality and dignity.

Tuesday, 4 July 2017
- Nominations for the post of Interim Prime Minister of Southern Cameroons open. [All Southern Cameroonians are free to nominate any other Southern Cameroonian they would like to see elected. However, no members of MoRISC can be nominated and no members of MoRISC can be entered as a candidate.]
- Independence Day BBQs organized and hosted by Southern Cameroonian citizens resident all across the United States of America
- Use Independent Day BBQs to disseminate information on the restoration agenda and mobilize support with American citizens.
- Hundreds of Southern Cameroonians all across the USA join campaign to hand out leaflets on Southern Cameroons independence to those arriving to attend the fireworks ceremony celebrating the independence of the USA.
- Last day for mailing any outstanding petitions on independence to all members of the United States Congress
- Finalize and mail petitions to South Sudan, Argentina, and The Bahamas.

Friday, 7 July 2017
- First edition of the demonstrations by Muslims to be organized immediately following Friday Prayers just outside the Mosque. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. **Nature of rally:** show support for restoration of independence by doing any number of things, including booing the colonizer to go home; shouting, ululating, ringing bells, beating drums, dancing, etc.
- Finalize and mail petitions for the attention of Sao Tome and Principe and Kiribati.

Sunday, 9 July 2017
- Demonstrations by Christians to be organized immediately following Holy Mass or Church Service outside each church, temple or house of worship. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. **Nature of rally:** show support for restoration of independence by doing any number of things, including booing the colonizer to go home; shouting, ululating, ringing bells, beating drums, dancing, etc.
- Petitions finalized for transmission via Ambassadors based in Washington to all the nations of the world, with special attention paid to African Union Member States; Commonwealth Member States; ECOWAS Member States, etc.
- Finalize and mail petition to France.

Monday, 10 July 2017
- Mailing of petitions reference above to the embassies of all countries in Washington, DC.

Tuesday, 11 July 2017
- Closing day of nominations for the position of Interim Prime Minister of Southern Cameroons

**Our Mission:** Enthrone a Government in Southern Cameroons that is based on popular consent, deriving authority and legitimacy from the people; not the decrees or might of a regime that, since 1961, is injurious to citizens’ rights to life, freedom, independence, equality and dignity.
Our Mission: Enthrone a Government in Southern Cameroons that is based on popular consent, deriving authority and legitimacy from the people; not the decrees or might of a regime that, since 1961, is injurious to citizens’ rights to life, freedom, independence, equality and dignity.

Wednesday, 12 July 2017
• Publication of the full list of candidates running for the position of Interim Prime Minister of Southern Cameroons

Thursday, 13 July 2017
• Opening of campaigns by candidates in the running for the position of Interim Prime Minister of Southern Cameroons
• Finalize and mail petition for the attention of Slovakia.

Friday, 14 July 2017
• Demonstrations by Muslims to be organized immediately following Friday Prayers just outside the Mosque. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. Nature of rally: show support for restoration of independence by doing any number of things, including booing the colonizer to go home; shouting, ululating, ringing bells, beating drums, dancing, etc.

Sunday, 16 July 2017
• Demonstrations by Christians to be organized immediately following Holy Mass or Church Service outside each church, temple or house of worship. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. Nature of rally: show support for restoration of independence by doing any number of things, including booing the colonizer to go home; shouting, ululating, ringing bells, beating drums, dancing, etc.
• Finalize and mail petitions to Colombia and Belgium

Thursday, 20 July 2017
• Early voting possible in the election for an Interim Prime Minister and Deputy Interim Prime Minister for Southern Cameroons.

Friday, 21 July 2017
• Early voting possible in the election for an Interim Prime Minister and Deputy Interim Prime Minister for Southern Cameroons.
• Demonstrations by Muslims to be organized immediately following Friday Prayers just outside the Mosque. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. Nature of rally: show support for restoration of independence by doing any number of things, including booing the colonizer to go home; shouting, ululating, ringing bells, beating drums, dancing, etc.

Saturday, 22 July 2017
• Early voting possible in the election for an Interim Prime Minister and Deputy Interim Prime Minister for Southern Cameroons.

Sunday, 23 July 2017
• Election Day for an Interim Prime Minister and Deputy Interim Prime Minister for Southern Cameroons.
Our Mission: Enthrone a Government in Southern Cameroons that is based on popular consent, deriving authority and legitimacy from the people; not the decrees or might of a regime that, since 1961, is injurious to citizens’ rights to life, freedom, independence, equality and dignity.

- Demonstrations by Christians to be organized immediately following Holy Mass or Church Service outside each church, temple or house of worship. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. **Nature of rally:** show support for restoration of independence by doing any number of things, including booing the colonizer to go home; shouting, ululating, ringing bells, beating drums, dancing, etc.
- Finalize and mail petitions for the attention of Maldives, Liberia, Peru and Vanuatu.

**Monday, 24 July 2017**
- Publication of the results of the elections for an Interim Prime Minister for Southern Cameroons.
- Acceptance speech by Interim Prime Minister-Elect and Deputy Interim Prime Minister-Elect along with concession speeches by unsuccessful candidates.
- Start the final stages of negotiations leading to a host country agreement for the Interim Prime Minister and Deputy along with the Interim Government.

**Wednesday, 26 July 2017**
- Launch of the official website of the Interim Prime Minister-Elect and the Deputy Interim Prime Minister-Elect.

**Thursday or Friday, 27 or 28 July 2017**
- First of three monthly worldwide monster protest marches (from Australia to Samoa) to call for the unconditional release of political prisoners and to seek support for the restoration of the independence of Southern Cameroons.
- First likely rally speech by the Interim Prime Minister-Elect and Deputy Interim Prime Minister-Elect.
- Worldwide Youth Convention by Youth of Southern Cameroons to be held in as many capitals all across the world as possible. Could also take the form of youth leading the worldwide protest marches.
- Demonstrations by Muslims to be organized immediately following Friday Prayers just outside the Mosque. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. **Nature of rally:** show support for restoration of independence by doing any number of things, including booing the colonizer to go home; shouting, ululating, ringing bells, beating drums, dancing, etc.

**Sunday, 30 July 2017**
- Demonstrations by Christians to be organized immediately following Holy Mass or Church Service outside each church, temple or house of worship. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. **Nature of rally:** show support for restoration of independence by doing any number of things, including booing the colonizer to go home; shouting, ululating, ringing bells, beating drums, dancing, etc.
- Finalize and mail petitions for the attention of Benin, Niger, Burkina Faso, Jamaica, Bolivia, and Cote d’Ivoire.
Monday, 31 July 2017
- Launch of new media offensive by Southern Cameroonian Interim Prime Minister-Elect and Deputy to ensure adequate coverage of the restoration agenda.
- Major press conference to be held as part of this campaign
- Anchor media coverage on a fresh set of petitions directed to certain capitals worldwide and signed this time around by the Interim Prime Minister-Elect.

Tuesday-Thursday, 1-3 August 2017
- High-level audiences organized for the Interim Prime Minister-Elect and Deputy of Southern Cameroons.

Friday, 4 August 2017
- Demonstrations by Muslims to be organized immediately following Friday Prayers just outside the Mosque. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. **Nature of rally:** show support for restoration of independence by doing any number of things, including booing the colonizer to go home; shouting, ululating, ringing bells, beating drums, dancing, etc.
- Finalize and mail petitions for the attention of Malaysia, Chad, and the Central African Republic.

Sunday, 6 August 2017
- Demonstrations by Christians to be organized immediately following Holy Mass or Church Service outside each church, temple or house of worship. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. **Nature of rally:** show support for restoration of independence by doing any number of things, including booing the colonizer to go home; shouting, ululating, ringing bells, beating drums, dancing, etc.

Monday-Wednesday, 7-9 August 2017
- More high-level audiences organized for the Interim Prime Minister-Elect and Deputy of Southern Cameroons.
- Additional media availability planned.
- Formal sealing of the host country agreement for the Interim Leadership of Southern Cameroons.

Thursday or Friday, 10 or 11 August 2017
- Second of three monthly worldwide monster protest marches to seek the release of political prisoners and recognition for Southern Cameroons. Leadership of this second edition confided to Southern Cameroonian women worldwide.
- Interim Prime Minister-Elect and Deputy Interim Prime Minister-Elect to make another appearance at one of the global rallies.
- Demonstrations (on Friday only) by Muslims to be organized immediately following Friday Prayers just outside the Mosque. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. **Nature of rally:** show support for restoration of independence by doing any number of things, including booing the colonizer to go home; shouting, ululating, ringing bells, beating drums, dancing, etc.

**Our Mission:** Enthrone a Government in Southern Cameroons that is based on popular consent, deriving authority and legitimacy from the people; not the decrees or might of a regime that, since 1961, is injurious to citizens’ rights to life, freedom, independence, equality and dignity
things, including booing the colonizer to go home; shouting, ululating, ringing bells, beating drums, dancing, etc.

- Finale and mail petitions for the attention of Pakistan, South Korea, North Korea, India, Honduras and Congo Republic.

**Friday-Sunday, 11-13 August 2017**
- Interim Prime Minister-Elect and Deputy Interim Prime Minister-Elect host conclave at which to fine tune strategy, discuss coalition, work on trust and confidence building ahead of the announcement of an Interim Government of National Consensus.
- Demonstrations (on Sunday only) by Christians to be organized immediately Holy Mass or Church Service outside each church, temple or house of worship. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. **Nature of rally:** show support for restoration of independence by doing any number of things, including booing the colonizer to go home; shouting, ululating, ringing bells, beating drums, dancing, etc.
- Finalize and mail petitions for the attention of Gabon, Indonesia, Afghanistan, Hungary and Estonia.

**Wednesday, 16 August 2017**
- Interim Prime Minister announces members of the Interim Government of Southern Cameroons
- Major press availability for the Interim Government

**Thursday, 17 August 2017**
- Outreach letters to the diplomatic corps finalized and sent out announcing the full Interim Government of Southern Cameroons
- Launch of the updated website of the Interim Government of Southern Cameroons, featuring not only the Interim PM and Deputy, but all members of the Interim Government.

**Friday, 18 August 2017**
- Demonstrations by Muslims immediately following Friday Prayers just outside the Mosque. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. **Nature of rally:** show support for restoration of independence by doing any number of things, including booing the colonizer to go home; shouting, ululating, ringing bells, beating drums, dancing, etc.

**Sunday, 20 August 2017**
- Demonstrations by Christians immediately following Holy Mass or Church Service outside each church, temple or house of worship. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. **Nature of rally:** show support for restoration of independence by doing any number of things, including booing the colonizer to go home; shouting, ululating, ringing bells, beating drums, dancing, etc.
- Finalize and mail petitions for the attention of Guinea-Bissau, Ukraine, Uruguay, and Moldova. Petitions sent by the Interim Government.

**Our Mission:** Enthrone a Government in Southern Cameroons that is based on popular consent, deriving authority and legitimacy from the people; not the decrees or might of a regime that, since 1961, is injurious to citizens’ rights to life, freedom, independence, equality and dignity
Monday-Thursday, 21-24 August 2017
• Travel by members of the Interim Government to the capitals of friendly countries.

Friday, 25 August 2017
• Demonstrations by Muslims to be organized immediately following Friday Prayers just outside the Mosque. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. **Nature of rally:** show support for restoration of independence by doing any number of things, including booing the colonizer to go home; shouting, ululating, ringing bells, beating drums, dancing, etc.

Saturday, 26 August 2017
• Major worldwide fund raising event to be organized to benefit the Interim Government.
• Launch of campaign to grant electronic citizenship (eCitizenship or virtual citizenship) of Southern Cameroons to friends of Southern Cameroons.
• Launch of campaign to grant electronic residency (eResidency or virtual residency) of Southern Cameroons to friends of Southern Cameroons.

Sunday, 27 August 2017
• Demonstrations by Christians to be organized immediately following Holy Mass or Church Service outside each church, temple or house of worship. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. **Nature of rally:** show support for restoration of independence by doing any number of things, including booing the colonizer to go home; shouting, ululating, ringing bells, beating drums, dancing, etc.

Monday-Thursday, 21-24 August 2017
• Travel continues for members of the Interim Government to the capitals of friendly countries.
• Finalize and mail petitions for the attention of Trinidad and Tobago, Malaysia and Kyrgyzstan. Petitions sent by the Interim Government.

Monday, 28 August 2017
• Travel continues for members of the Interim Government to the capitals of friendly countries.
• Finalize and mail petitions for the attention of Uzbekistan, Vietnam, Swaziland, Brazil, Macedonia and Tajikistan. Petitions sent by the Interim Government.

Friday, 1 September 2017
• Demonstrations by Muslims to be organized immediately following Friday Prayers just outside the Mosque. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. **Nature of rally:** show support for restoration of independence by doing any number of things, including booing the colonizer to go home; shouting, ululating, ringing bells, beating drums, dancing, etc.

**Our Mission:** Enthrone a Government in Southern Cameroons that is based on popular consent, deriving authority and legitimacy from the people; not the decrees or might of a regime that, since 1961, is injurious to citizens’ rights to life, freedom, independence, equality and dignity.
Our Mission: Enthrone a Government in Southern Cameroons that is based on popular consent, deriving authority and legitimacy from the people; not the decrees or might of a regime that, since 1961, is injurious to citizens’ rights to life, freedom, independence, equality and dignity.

Sunday, 3 September 2017
- Demonstrations by Christians to be organized immediately following Holy Mass or Church Service outside each church, temple or house of worship. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. Demonstrations by Muslims to be organized immediately following Friday Prayers just outside the Mosque. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. **Nature of rally:** show support for restoration of independence by doing any number of things, including booing the colonizer to go home; shouting, ululating, ringing bells, beating drums, dancing, etc.
- Demonstrations in New York City on the occasion of the opening of the United Nations General Assembly.

Monday-Wednesday, 3-5 September 2017
- Fresh set of petitions finalized by the Interim Government of Southern Cameroons and mailed for the attention of the United Nations, the African Union, the Commonwealth, ECOWAS, ECCAS, UDEAC, etc.

Thursday or Friday, 7 or 8 August 2017
- Third of three monthly worldwide monster protest marches to seek the release of political prisoners and recognition for Southern Cameroons.
- Official rally appearance in New York City for the Interim Prime Minister, Deputy and members of the Interim Government.
- Demonstrations by Muslims to be organized immediately following Friday Prayers just outside the Mosque. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. Demonstrations by Muslims to be organized immediately following Friday Prayers just outside the Mosque. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. **Nature of rally:** show support for restoration of independence by doing any number of things, including booing the colonizer to go home; shouting, ululating, ringing bells, beating drums, dancing, etc.
- Interim Prime Minister and Interim Government visit the World Trade Center in New York. Photos to do rounds in media coverage of the anniversary of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.

Sunday, 10 September 2017
- Demonstrations by Christians to be organized immediately following Holy Mass or Church Service outside each church, temple or house of worship. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. Demonstrations by Muslims to be organized immediately following Friday Prayers just outside the Mosque. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. **Nature of rally:** show support for restoration of independence by doing any number of things, including booing the colonizer to go home; shouting, ululating, ringing bells,
beating drums, dancing, etc.

- Petitions finalized and mailed out by the Interim Government for the attention of Nicaragua, Mexico, Guatemala, El Salvador, Costa Rica, Papua New Guinea, Chile and Saint Kitts and Nevis.

**Monday-Thursday, 11-14 September 2017**

- Interim Prime Minister rolls out messages targeting the Heads of State and Government arriving New York for the United Nations General Assembly.
- Picketing of the hotel in New York playing host to the president of the annexationist regime of La Republique du Cameroun.

**Friday, 15 September 2017**

- Second round of demonstrations outside the United Nations HQs planned based on availability of space on the park.
- Demonstrations by Muslims to be organized immediately following Friday Prayers just outside the Mosque. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. Demonstrations by Muslims to be organized immediately following Friday Prayers just outside the Mosque. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. Nature of rally: show support for restoration of independence by doing any number of things, including booing the colonizer to go home; shouting, ululating, ringing bells, beating drums, dancing, etc.

**Sunday, 17 September 2017**

- Demonstrations by Christians to be organized immediately following Holy Mass or Church Service outside each church, temple or house of worship. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. Demonstrations by Muslims to be organized immediately following Friday Prayers just outside the Mosque. Only brief rallies favored. Attendance voluntary. Multiple venues will make it more difficult for the colonial army to break them up. Nature of rally: show support for restoration of independence by doing any number of things, including booing the colonizer to go home; shouting, ululating, ringing bells, beating drums, dancing, etc.
- Petitions finalized and mailed out by the Interim Government for the attention of Malta, Belize, Armenia, Maki and Bulgaria.
- Diplomatic travel to a number of countries.

**Monday-Wednesday, 18-20 September 2017**

- Interim Prime Minister publishes a series of op-eds on Southern Cameroons and the decolonization process.
- Dissemination of more petitions including thank-you letters in the direction of the countries that would have been most helpful with the Southern Cameroons case.

**Thursday, 21 September 2017**

- Start of final Ten-Day Countdown to Restoration of Independence of Southern Cameroons and start of daily motivational speeches by the Interim Prime Minister to the people of Southern Cameroons.

**Our Mission:** Enthrone a Government in Southern Cameroons that is based on popular consent, deriving authority and legitimacy from the people; not the decrees or might of a regime that, since 1961, is injurious to citizens’ rights to life, freedom, independence, equality and dignity.
Our Mission: Enthrone a Government in Southern Cameroons that is based on popular consent, deriving authority and legitimacy from the people; not the decrees or might of a regime that, since 1961, is injurious to citizens’ rights to life, freedom, independence, equality and dignity.
**Tuesday, 26 September 2017**
- Message of the Interim Prime Minister to Southern Cameroonianians on “D-Day Minus Five” in the Countdown to Restoration of the Independence of Southern Cameroons.
- Second day of daily weekday messages from the Interim Prime Minister of Southern Cameroons warning key officials around the world of what is about to happen in Southern Cameroons. Messages to be sent to, among others, the Secretary General of the United Nations; the Chairperson of the African Union; Members of the UN Security Council; Member States of the African Union; and the Presidents of the G8, among others.

**Wednesday, 27 September 2017**
- Message of the Interim Prime Minister to Southern Cameroonianians on “D-Day Minus Four” in the Countdown to Restoration of the Independence of Southern Cameroons.
- Third day of daily messages from the Interim Prime Minister of Southern Cameroons warning key officials around the world of what is about to happen in Southern Cameroons. Messages to be sent to, among others, the Secretary General of the United Nations; the Chairperson of the African Union; Members of the UN Security Council; Member States of the African Union; and the Presidents of the G8, among others.
- Petitions finalized and mailed by the Interim Government for the attention of Nigeria, Cyprus, Guinea, Ghana, South Africa, Chad, Central African Republic, Gabon, Congo Republic, and Equatorial Guinea.
- Diplomatic travel to a number of countries.

**Thursday, 28 September 2017**
- Message of the Interim Prime Minister to Southern Cameroonianians on “D-Day Minus Three” in the Countdown to Restoration of the Independence of Southern Cameroons.
- Fourth day of daily messages from the Interim Prime Minister of Southern Cameroons warning key officials around the world of what is about to happen in Southern Cameroons. Messages to be sent to, among others, the Secretary General of the United Nations; the Chairperson of the African Union; Members of the UN Security Council; Member States of the African Union; and the Presidents of the G8, among others.

**Friday, 29 September 2017**
- Message of the Interim Prime Minister to Southern Cameroonianians on “D-Day Minus Two” in the Countdown to Restoration of the Independence of Southern Cameroons.
- Fifth and final day of daily weekday messages from the Interim Prime Minister of Southern Cameroons warning key officials around the world of what is about to happen in Southern Cameroons. Messages to be sent to, among others, the Secretary General of the United Nations; the Chairperson of the African Union; Members of the UN Security Council; Member States of the African Union; and the Presidents of the G8, among others.

**Saturday, 30 September 2017**

**Our Mission:** Enthrone a Government in Southern Cameroons that is based on popular consent, deriving authority and legitimacy from the people; not the decrees or might of a regime that, since 1961, is injurious to citizens’ rights to life, freedom, independence, equality and dignity.
• Final restoration eve message from the Interim Prime Minister to Southern Cameroonians on “D-Day Minus One” in the Countdown.
• Worldwide vigils organized by Southern Cameroonians all around the world to celebrate restoration of independence.

**Sunday, 1 October 2017**

• Restoration Day Rallies all across Southern Cameroons held immediately after Holy Mass or Church Service outside each church, temple or house of worship across Southern Cameroons. Only one Holy Mass or Church Service recommended for each church all across Southern Cameroons on this Restoration Day.
• Restoration Day Speech from the Interim Prime Minister to Southern Cameroonians and the world.
• Formal assumption of power in Southern Cameroons by the Interim Government
• Worldwide celebrations of Restoration of Independence, including celebrations in the form of fireworks and inauguration ballrooms.
• Major Independence Rally planned for the global Southern Cameroonian Diaspora at a venue and country still to be disclosed.

**Monday, 2 October 2017**

• First Full Day of Independent Southern Cameroons
• National Day for Celebrating Heroes and Martyrs of Southern Cameroon’s Struggle for the Restoration of Independence
• Launch of contests to, among others, design a flag, compose an anthem, name the new country, adopt a new code of arms, etc.
• First full day of work for the Interim Government of Southern Cameroons.
• First full day of the Constitution Drafting Committee and the Drafting Committee charged with putting in place the electoral law of Southern Cameroons.
• Start of registration for the first general elections of Southern Cameroons.

**Wednesday, 3 October 2017**

• The Interim Government of Southern Cameroons will announce any decision with respect to any resumption of schools; the conditions for any such resumption; as well as the conditions for any resumption of Court activities.

---

**Our Mission:** Enthrone a Government in Southern Cameroons that is based on popular consent, deriving authority and legitimacy from the people; not the decrees or might of a regime that, since 1961, is injurious to citizens’ rights to life, freedom, independence, equality and dignity.